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Joanna Baillie and Sir John Herschel 
Judith Bailey Slagle 
East Tennessee State University 
Joanna Baillie(l 762-1851), the Scottish poet 
and dramatist, was raised in a family of scientists: 
her uncles, the renowned physicians and anatomists, 
William and John Hunter, and her brother, Mat­
thew. In 1784, with her mother and sister, she 
moved to London to help Matthew attend to the 
anatomy collection bequeathed to him by his uncle, 
which became the Hunterian Museum associated 
with the Royal College of Surgeons. While living 
with him, she enjoyed the company of both scien­
tists and artists, relationships that supported her 
own interest in human psychology. While her closest 
friends were writers, she maintained a lively corre­
spondence with notable scientists, including a brief 
collaboration with the astronomer, John Herschel, 
himself a mathematician and astronomer who also 
wrote and translated poetry. These early Victorian 
scientists, Schweber observed, "were affected by the 
romanticism which polarized the outlook of that 
generation." They placed significant importance on 
their imaginative and emotional powers-many 
wrote poetry, including Whewell and Herschel­
"and presented their poerris to one another" for crit­
icism (Schweber 27). The intellectual generation of 
which Herschel was an important part seemed to 
embrace everything; and Baillie, a Unitarian, may 
have found John Herschel a kindred religious spirit, 
since his Natural Philosophy was later noted in The 
Christian Reformer; or, Unitarian M�gazine (1839) and 
in The Unitarian Review and Religious Magazine 
(1878). 
Baillie had spent her early adulthood around 
the medical students who frequented the home of 
her uncle, anatomist and surgeon John Hunter. She 
met with scientists in all disciplines, including politi­
cal economist Thomas Malthus, inventor and engi­
neer Sir Samuel Bentham, surgeon John Ranicar 
Park, statistician Sir John Sinclair, chemist Sir 
Humphrey Davy, medical doctor William Beattie 
and others. She read and commented on their 
works as well. For example, 
in an April, 1847, letter to the American biblical 
scholar Dr. Andrews Norton, she defended 
Malthus's population theory: "All. that he says 
against early marriages is to prevent misery, and 
that young people should be brought up with the 
idea that, until they have earned eno\lgh to fur­
nish a house it is not creditable to marry and that 
by the time this can be earned, the lovers will be 
of'a proper age to be married without irtjuring 
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themselves or the community. . . . I knew 
Malthus, he used to come frequently to Hamp­
stead to visit a Sister, and a most humane and un­
assuming good man he was" (Slagle 975-75). 
Baillie's expressed her own interest in ·science in 
letters and plays, such as De Monfort, Ethwald, Orra 
and other dramas that focus on the mental dis­
tress and physical manifestation of hatred, soci­
opathic ambition, fear, and so forth. Dr. 
Matthew Baillie's early explorations in neuros­
cience aroused his sister's curiosity about cine's 
reactions (passions) to stressful emotional situa­
tions. Because of her family history, her transi­
tion into the scientific world was a natural one, 
and John Herschel's transition into her artistic 
world proved to be natural as well. 
Astronomer and mathematician, John Freder­
ick William Herschel, was the only child of Mary 
Baldwin Pitt Herschel and pioneering astronomer 
Sir William Herschel, who discovered the planet 
Uranus. In the early 19th century, Hershel's work 
began to be "widely known by the younger genera­
tion of Romantic writers," explained Richard 
Holmes, as Byron in particular became enthralled 
with his idea of an "evolutionary youth and age in 
the universe" (204-205). William Herschel's signifi­
cance cannot be understated, and his only son pur� 
sued a similar scientific path. 
A Cambridge graduate and fellow of the Royal 
Society, John Herschel occupied a crucial position 
in the history of British astronomy with his cata­
logues of double stars and nebulae, his 1833 Treatise 
on Astronomy, and his studies of Halley's comet in 
1835-36 at the Cape of Good Hope. As a founding 
member of the Analytical Society, his mathematical 
research set the standards in England for genera­
tions. The "vital center of the intelligentsia," ex­
plains S. S. Schweber, was located in the "Cambridge 
network"; and ''.John Herschel stood at the apex of 
that elite" (1-2).John Herschel, Allan Chapman also 
claims, was the link between two traditions in British 
science, for he "was perhaps the last significant fig­
ure to devote himself wholly and full-time to funda­
mental research in astronomy and its related 
sciences on the strength of a private fortune," _while 
emerging scientists in Britain were largely profes­
sionals who "earned their livings through academic 
science" (71). 1 
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